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ABSTRACT

This exploratory aimed to know the main trends, evolution, and historical background of the acculturation concept. The word acculturation did not appear, but cross-cultural comparisons were basic. The American Journal of Psychology was characterized by physiological topics. However, evolution, progress, competition and the social domain of social Darwinism were salient features. Power positions and scientific production were connected, and they were naturalized and vindicated. This relationship was reported on the importance ascribed to cultural maintenance. It was prepared due to the endeavor to find out the origin of the human culture. The contemporary research may retain old ideas related to social Darwinism, and social dominance between cultures, especially when it employs cross-cultural comparisons regarding oppressed minorities.
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RESUMO

Nesta revisão da literatura pretendeu conhecer as principais tendências, evolução e o fundo histórico do conceito da aculturação. A palavra aculturação não apareceu, mas as comparações entre culturas eram fundamentais. O American Journal of Psychology caracterizou-se pelos temas fisiológicos. No entanto, a evolução, o progresso, a competição e o domínio social do darwinismo social foram características salientes. As posições de poder e a produção científica estavam interligadas, sendo naturalizadas e justificadas. Esta relação era visível na importância atribuída à manutenção cultural, feita no esforço para compreender a origem da cultura humana. A investigação contemporânea poderá reter ideias antigas relacionadas com o darwinismo social e com o domínio social entre culturas, especialmente quando emprega comparações face às minorias oprimidas.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This research aimed to do a literature review about the acculturation concept in the earlier American Journal of Psychology. The initiative appeared due to previous reviews prepared in The American Anthropologist (CASTRO, 2017a), and in The American Journal of Sociology (CASTRO, 2017b, c). The current review approached the acculturation phenomenon, and it was extended to related topics, mainly to cross-cultural comparisons.

The American Journal of Psychology was edited in 1887 by Granville Stanley Hall (GREENWOOD, 2015). It was the first journal of psychology in the USA “[...] to record the progress of scientific psychology, for which no organ now exists in English.” (HALL, G. S., 1887, p. 4). The British journal Mind was its precursor. In 1892, Hall created also the currently pervasive American Psychological Association (APA) (PICKREN, & RUTHERFORD, 2010). The American Journal of Psychology is still an APA’s flagship journal.

According to Buchner (1903), in the AJP, the comparative method was one of the main research techniques, in addition to the experimental, and the use of questionnaires. Consequently, cross-cultural topics were important. The comparative psychology stressed comparisons regarding animals, cultures, genders, and children. Probably, Spencer’s (1876) article ‘The comparative Psychology of man’ was the first work of comparative psychology.

Spencer’s Social Darwinism placed the Anglo-Saxon culture on the top of the linear evolution (LEUBA, 1896). Competition and confidence in progress were also naturalized,

[…] this was taken to mean that competition, among individuals or corporations or among nations, was the way the real world worked ... Thus, the status quo was the order of nature and reflected the operation of the laws of nature. Those who were wealthy or successful were so because they were the most fit. Their success and wealth was natural. (PICKREN, & RUTHERFORD, 2010, p. 161)

The study of the so-called primitive cultures and children were useful, because they were considered as simplistic forms of Western culture “[...] the life of civilized man [...] which have become traceable in primitive men and children of civilized races.” (BUCHNER, 1903, p. 407). Religion had great influence (BUCHNER 1903), for instance, Hall G. S. had religious education (GREENWOOD, 2015; PICKREN, & RUTHERFORD, 2010). Another
main influence was pedagogy (BUCHNER, 1903), and often psychology was integrated into educational departments.

The current literature review approached the journal from 1887 to 1922. However, the quantitative analysis only reached the year of 1903. Psychology already established some of its main topics, theories, and methodological techniques. The study of the nervous system and experimental studies may be considered as precursors of the dominant cognitive approach. The comparative psychology was the precursor of cross-cultural, and of cultural psychologies (BOAS, 1910). In 1910, psychoanalysis made its appearance in the journal (FREUD, 1910), and the psychometric knowledge was under development (SPEARMAN, 1904).

The journal was connected to the Progressive Era (PICKREN, & RUTHERFORD, 2010). Psychology was considered to have civic and pedagogical roles in order to promote human evolution. The belief in progress (HALL, S. 1992) had its root on Henry Saint Simon (1760-1825) (MUSSO, 2017).

At the methodological level, Wundt stated that the role of psychology was equivalent to the Natural Sciences, “[...] development of the physical organism aims to understand not merely the genesis of the particular organs [...] An analogous purpose should underlie an account of the mental development of any human community and, finally, of mankind itself. (WUNDT, 1916, p. XII).” Wundt’s quote encompassed a comparison, and a hierarchy of cultures. In fact, the supposed superior cultures imposed their powers, and the scientific narratives should be included on those powers, because they vindicated the asymmetric power relationships.

In the AJP, the acculturation topic rarely appeared. However, related topics appeared frequently, e.g., cross-cultural comparisons, and ethnic identity. Acculturation encompassed intercultural contact, and learning between different cultures. Yet, the word acculturation got an ambiguous meaning (RUDMIN, WANG, & CASTRO, 2017). Probably, Powell (1880) coined the word acculturation (RUDMIN, 2009), and it was connected to learning a second culture. However, after that, Powell (1895) stated that the American Indigenous needed to be
socialized to the Western culture. It acknowledged an asymmetrical power relationship, and a cultural imposition.

The issue placed on the Wundt quote was also connected to the endeavor of anthropology. Anthropology aimed to record, to save and to study cultures in order to know the origin of the human culture. Cultural maintenance is a decent behavior. However, it was a scientific project embedded in a teleological aim, because the so-called primitive cultures were considered as simpler forms of the socialized (written) Western culture. Furthermore, it presumed intercultural relationships under asymmetric power positions, and the so-called primitive cultures would (or should) disappear, due to the Western industrial and military development. Hence, the Western culture and its scientific production acknowledged social dominance, and even genocides. In addition, the saved cultural content was done according to the Western point of view. Later, the scientific production would be taught by socialization, and diffused by enculturation (GOODY, 2006), and acculturated to additional cultures, including to the decimated cultures. Therefore, some cultural content was maintained, but the dominated cultures changed completely. Psychology participated in its universalistic and Western endeavor.

The author has no intention at the present article to provide an extended and detailed history of acculturation in cross-cultural psychology. He only put together some observations on certain topics which seemed significant for the acculturation topic.

2 ACCULTURATION’S DEFINITION

The acculturation phenomenon may be defined by its main dimensions, i.e., intercultural contact, mutual interactions between different cultures (REDFIELD, LINTON, & HERSKOVITS, 1936), by learning a second culture (POWELL, 1880; RUDMIN, 2009), and by cultural changes at individual (GRAVES, 1967) and collective levels (MALINOWSKI, 1958; REDFIELD, ET AL., 1936).
3 ACCULTURATION MODELS

The acculturation topic is often approached by four models, i.e., assimilation, multicultural, fusion, and intercultural (CASTRO, 2012, 2014a, b, 2015, 2016a, b, c, d, e, e, 2018; CASTRO, & RUDMIN, 2016). According to Castro (2015), in the assimilation model, the minority culture is expected to disappear. The mutual learning will not be reported on the expected outcome, because the minority will be completely assimilated. The European policies in the 19th century, and the Chicago School (PARK, 1928) were examples of the assimilation model. Today, the assimilation model is applied in sociology (CASTRO, & RUDMIN, 2017).

In the multicultural model, the minority culture is expected to adapt and, at the same time, to maintain its culture. In the multicultural model, only the minority is learning, and both cultures are interacting only at the larger society. The WASP culture (White, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant), and the Berry Model (2001) are examples of the multicultural approach. The multicultural model is pervasive in psychology.

Castro (2017) tried to explore the roots of the multicultural model. Usually, multicultural model’s roots are ascribed to Kallen’s article (1915, Feb 18). However, he prescribed to the USA a political federation, and the European ethnic identities would be separated by those borders. In the American Journal of Sociology, Park (1914) pointed out to multiculturalism as a future outcome, because “[...] a bi-racial organization of society, in which the Negro is gradually gaining a limited autonomy” (p. 623). Later, Bateson (1935) also pointed out to multiculturalism as an outcome, and it was “[...] the persistence of both groups in dynamic equilibrium within one major community.” (p. 74). In the American Anthropologist, multiculturalism was described by Tax (1941), Vogt (1955), and Polgar (1960). According to them, the mutual recognition resulted in different cultures living in the same territory with no further cultural changes, regardless continuous contact. The multicultural model had a good feature, i.e., cultural maintenance. It was a respectable feature in comparison to the forced assimilation and fusion. However, it may maintain asymmetric power positions between cultural groups, and may establish durable cultural differentiations. According to Polgar (1960), Tax, (1941), and Vogt (1955), the recognition of cultural
differences gave place to different cultures living in the same territory. The relationship between or among different cultures was expected to be only functional and economic. Consequently, the relationship was reduced to the minimum, and the permanent intercultural contact was not expected to trigger further cultural changes. In the 19th century, Herbert Spencer also praised minimal interactions among different cultures in order to achieve cultural maintenance and diversity (CASTRO, 2017b).

In the fusion model, there is interaction, mutual learning between different cultures, and there are cultural mixtures (HERSKOVITS, 1938; RUDMIN, 2003c; SIMONS, 1901). Cultural mixtures are expected to produce a new culture with internal diversity (BASTIDE, 1973; CASTRO, 2012, 2014a, b, 2015, 2016a, b, d). The Freyre theory (1986/1933; RUDMIN, WANG, & CASTRO, 2016), and Alexander the Great (SIMONS, 1901) were examples of the fusion model.

In the intercultural model, at the private and the individual levels the minority may change or maintain its cultural legacy, due to the laissez-faire. However, the minority at the public level is expected to adopt the majority culture, for instance, at the labor and the educational domains. At the institutional level, the interaction between different cultures is reduced. The universalistic values of the French Republic may be an example of the model, because its institutional values are not expected to change, due to the minority agency. According to Taylor (2012), the intercultural model entailed interaction, but the multicultural did not.

4 AJP'S CULTURAL BACKGROUND REGARDING OTHER JOURNALS

At the end of the 19th-century and at the beginning of the 20th-century, social sciences were not well differentiated, for instance, Spencer (1855) mixed them. Furthermore, Hall G. S. (1913) also wrote in the American Journal of Sociology, and he wrote that psychology and sociology were connected due to the intercultural relationships.

Castro (2017a) did a literature review in the earlier American Anthropologist, and psychology was a main research field with 17.8% of the articles. In the American Journal of
Sociology, Castro (2017b) reported that psychology got 4%. It was one of the largest outcomes, and anthropology only got 0.5%. Consequently, psychology was the main social science to anthropology and sociology. In the current review, it was possible to state that The AJP was more connected to anthropology than to sociology. The journal had one section ascribed to anthropological psychology, and Boas (1910) contributed to the journal. Furthermore, Boas and Hall G. S. studied with Wundt. Later, psychological concepts were applied to anthropology, and it was fostered by Boas. The origin of the human culture, and mainly how it was transmitted and affected behavior were common topics between psychology and anthropology. Another main contribution was prepared by Chamberlain.

According to Castro (2017a), in the American Anthropologist studies barely considered the main dimensions of the acculturation concept, as they were defined in the current research. According to Castro (2017a), assimilation and, in a lesser degree, fusion were the preferred models. The American Indigenous was the main researched cultural group. The multicultural model appeared in the earlier literature, yet it was related to fusion (POLGAR, 1960; TAX, 1941; VOGT, 1955). In the American Journal of Sociology (CASTRO, 2017b), the pervasive model was the multicultural. Some features of the multicultural model were grounded in the 19th century, and in the liberal WASP culture. In the American Journal of Sociology integration of differentiated categories of thought, races, genders, and migrants were organized mainly by the ideas of progress, competition, and social dominance (CASTRO, 2017b), and it impaired the culture of the separated but equal (MYRDAL, 1944).

4.1 Colonial background

The ideas of progress, competition, and social dominance were also pervasive in the AJP. For the current review, the main problem was not connected to cultural maintenance (multiculturalism), assimilation, and fusion. The problem was grounded in asymmetric power relationships, and social dominance (CASTRO, 2016e). The main problem with the multicultural model was that maintenance was achieved without an egalitarian relationship, but rather the opposite. In fact, the WASP dominant majority changed completely the Indigenous, and the African American minorities.
In the AJP, social dominance and competitive narratives were important features, and they were grounded in Spencer’s Social Darwinism, because “[…] no greater intellectual infusion into psychology” (BUCHNER, 1903, p. 406).

The acculturation concept appeared in colonial and imperial times (RUDMIN, WANG, & CASTRO, 2016; CASTRO, 2016b). The concept gained an ambiguous meaning since Powell (CASTRO, 2016b). In sociology and psychology researchers were not often aware of this historical background. Another problem was that the assimilation, the multicultural, and the fusion models were expected outcomes in the future, and it led to a normative and prescriptive research, instead of descriptive (MILLER, 1924).

Acculturation (learning a second culture) was a complex reality. However, it was often approached under ideologies (RUDMIN, WANG, & CASTRO, 2016). Another bias may be grounded in social classes and professional classes (BOURDIEU, 2001), because researchers were often cosmopolitans (RUDMIN, ET AL., 2016).

According to the current review, ideologies should be under constant control (MORIN, 2005). The 20th century was shaped by deathly ideological fights. Furthermore, Gilberto Freyre (1986/1933) devised a remarkable description of the Brazilian culture, but he will remain ambiguous regarding the later Portuguese Empire (CASTRO, 2014a), and gender discrimination. As Steiner (1992) reported, culture and violence may be connected. In the current review, culture was considered under a process of fusion (CASTRO, 2016b), but it was not considered as an expected outcome in the future.

5 METHODOLOGY

The current article employed the mixed method (CLARK, & CRESWELL, 2011). Thus, qualitative and quantitative techniques were mixed, and they had not hierarchical and chronological orders. It employed secondary sources, and the theoretical rationale was grounded in the Rudmin Model (2009), and in the work of Castro (2016b, 2017c, d, e). The research started in February 2017, and it ended in December 2017.
The AJP started to be published quarterly in 1887. The articles were placed in the website Journal Storage (JSTOR), which is owned by Ithaka Harbors. The database covered the journal publications from 1887 to 2016. The articles with free access and in public domain were available from 1887 to 1922. The current review only downloaded articles.

The earlier publications had a small number of articles, and plenty of book reviews (HALL, & TITCHENER, 1921). The reviews reported the influence of the European production, mainly from Germany, and France, “The early debt to French and German psychologists” (BUCHNER, 1903, p. 416). The inclusion of international literature was due to pedagogic reasons, and also because the earlier production was limited. The book reviews were often divided by topics, e.g., nervous system, and anthropological psychology.

5.1 Goals

Acculturation is rooted in the anthropological literature, and those roots are presumed to influence the current psychological and sociological approaches. Cross-cultural psychology is under a deadlock in the acculturation research (BOWSKILL, LYONS, & COYLE, 2007; CRESSWELL, 2009; RUDMIN, 2003a, b, 2009; RUDMIN, ET AL., 2016). Thus, the review aimed to get a better understanding of the main trends, evolution, and historical background of the acculturation concept. The current review was divided into several phases and tasks.

5.2 Qualitative approach and the search for key topics

The observation technique (ALTMANN, 1974) employed field notes. The goal was to know the main cross-cultural topics. It was an introductory phase. The tables of content were copied to one Word file to count the works. The article references were written individually in Word files, and later they were gathered into a single Word file.

The second research phase was called of content analysis. The research explored the articles according to the words race, Negro, primitives, Indians, Indigenous, colonization, acculturation, assimilation, multicultural, immigrant, sociology, and anthropology. Initially, it was accomplished an exploratory search on 46 articles from 1887 to 1892. When a word appeared, it was necessary to check out the meaning, because sometimes they were not related to cross-cultural topics. It encompassed a fast reading. Later, the research added more works,
from the first edition in 1887 to the Vol. 56 in 1903. It totaled 216 full articles. Later, those articles that got searched words were separated and highlighted in order to read them, and to take quotes.

The word primitives appeared in 16.2% of the articles. The word race appeared in 14.8% of cases. The word race often appeared extended to species, groups, cultures, and even countries. The word Indians came out in 7.9% of the cases. The word Indigenous came out only in 0.9% of cases. The word Negro appeared in 7.4% of cases. The word anthropology came out in 4.6% of the articles, and the word sociology came into view in 3.2% of the cases. Additional words did not appear, i.e., colonization, acculturation, multicultural, and immigrant. The word assimilation appeared, but those cases were connected to physiological topics, perception, and cognition.

In October 2017, it was added more words to reinforce the outcomes. The word evolution got 28.7%. It is important to bear in mind that the word evolution was employed more by Spencer than Darwin. A word related to evolution was progress, and it came out in 23.1% of the articles. The influence of religion was confirmed, because it appeared in 19% of the articles. The word Spencer came into sight in 18.1% of the articles, and the word Darwin in fewer articles, i.e., 13.9%.

5.3 Quantitative analysis

The current research employed the same codes than in the American Anthropologist review. The aim was to stress a comparison. However, some codes did not work in the current review. The current research added one code called number of authors by article, which was absent in the American Anthropologist literature review (CASTRO, 2017a). Furthermore, it was added also another variable to encompass the psychological topics.

5.3.1 Psychological topics

In 1903, the Journal celebrated twenty-five years old, and Buchner did a review. According to Buchner (1903), the main topics were general (20%), sensation (19%), genetic, social and individual (14%), higher manifestations of mind (14%), cognition (12%), conation and movement (6%), characters of consciousness (4%), mental tests (4%), sleep, trance
pathology (3%), anatomy, nervous system (3%), and affection (1%). Later, Hall and Titchener (1921) wrote that the main topics were experimental and philosophy, logic, aesthetics, religious, educational, pathological, and comparative psychology.

In the current review, the options and outcomes were theoretical (13.7%), perception (13.7%), not defined (13.7%), experimental (7.5%), pathology (6.1%), neurology (5.7%), comparative (5.2%), memory (4.7%), ethology (4.2%), religion (3.8%), methods (3.8%), language (3.3%), motor (2.8%), literature review (2.4%), attention (1.9%), sensations (1.9%), dreams (1.4%), emotions (9%), development (9%), genetic (9%), intelligence (5%), cognition (5%), and gender (5%).

5.3.2 Year of publication

The variable year of publication got the same options than the review done in the American Anthropologist. Hence, the year of publication was codified by decade from 1880 to 1980. However, it was not robust, because the review was done only between 1887 and 1903. The first year, i.e., 1887 only had four articles, so 1.9%. Yet, they increased afterward, because were published 9.9%, and 17% in 1903. Later, the code year inserted data each two years, and the scientific production was growing, as it is visible 1887-1889 (12.7%), 1890-1892 (14.6%), 1893-1895 (10.4%), 1896-1898 (17.5%), 1899-1901 (17.9%), and 1902-1904 (26.9%).

5.3.3 Original language

In the celebrations of its 25 years old, the journal had one article written in German, and another in French. Motora (1903), who was Japanese, also published, but his work was written in English. He also published in the first edition (HALL, & MOTORA, 1887). Later, the Japanese Kakise (1911), and Yokoyama (1921) also published. Hence, articles were written mostly in English.

Later, the research considered all works from 1887 to 1903 (Vol. 14, No. 3/4). It took into account articles, books, and literature reviews. Hence, all works in the tables of content. It inserted 1270 works, and the main written language was the German with 510 cases (40.2%). Consequently, German had more written works than English. The latter language
had 489 cases, and 38.5%. French was the next language with 18.0%. Italian got 3.1%, and finally Spanish had 0.2% with only 2 cases.

5.3.4 Who wrote the article?

The majority of authors were from North America or they were working there. There were 2.4% of European articles (Edgell, 1903). As mentioned above, one author was from Japan (MOTORA, 1903), and another article had a coauthor from Japan (HALL, & MOTORA, 1887).

5.3.5 Author gender

Authors were mostly males (86.3%). Females were only 8.0% (CALKINS, 1892; CARMAN, 1899; CARTER, 1898; EDGELL, 1903; GAMBLE, 1898; HAMLIN, 1896; HILL, 1898; JACOBI, 1888; LADD-FRANKLIN, 1889; SHARP, 1899; SMITH, 1896; WASHBURN, 1903). There were two cases with both genders (.9%), consequently two or more authors with both genders. The variable also included the not found option with 4.7%.

5.3.6 Number of authors

The majority of articles had a single author (94.3%), and the articles with two authors were only 5.7%. Therefore, the scientific production was an individualistic activity.

5.3.7 Country where the research took place

The majority of articles were written in North America (98.6%), and only one was written in Central America, and two articles were not written in North American or have more than one place or no place.

5.3.8 Research field

According to Buchner (1903), education and religion were main research fields, “Psychology taught […] not by psychologists, but by pastors” (BUCHNER, 1903, p. 403). Some females were also educators, e.g., Theodate Smith. In the current review, 94.3% of articles were connected to psychology, 3.3% to education, 1.4% to medicine, and 1% to anthropology.
6 CROSS-CULTURAL COMPARISONS AND SOCIAL DARWINISM

Carter (1898) tried to explain Spencer’s social Darwinism employing the work of Darwin, because, according to her, Darwin encompassed “[…] explanation of the peculiarities of mind” (CARTER, 1898, p. 534). However, according to her, Darwin wrote in *Life and Letters, Vol. II*, p. 371, “[…] I did not even understand Spencer's general doctrine”

Scientific narrative and power were connected. Comparisons were stressed among races, ages, genders, and cultures sometimes to vindicated asymmetric power positions. Furthermore, comparisons displayed author’s values and practices, for instance, Leuba (1896) placed the supposed Anglo-Saxon race in the highest position, because they were considered the most practical group. Hence, the presumed practical culture vindicated the Anglo-Saxon power position. Leuba reported what he praised, and also what he experienced.

Another Spencer’s social Darwinism feature was competition. The minority extermination was explained by social Darwinism, “But after they became […] self-supporting members of a free society, the race instinct of carelessness and improvidence asserted itself […] But the great majority of them have not been able to do so” (DAWSON, 1900, p. 193). However, the author did not remind the readers that the new conditions were, in fact, the outcome of the Western violent intervention and domination.

6.1 Degeneration and acculturation models

Progress was perceived under a teleological and linear conception of time, but some races were considered degenerated types. Consequently, it encompassed a differentiation among humans. Furthermore, the degenerated types deserved to disappear and even to be eliminated.

The radical differentiation encompassed the impossibility of assimilation. The enduring differentiation had another outcome, i.e., it was the plural or multicultural society. Thus, multicultural society implies different cultures living in the same territory, with limited contact, and with no further cultural change. As stated above, the multicultural model had a good trait, i.e., to stop violent assimilation or fusion. However, the North American society
reported that the minority cultures changed, e.g., the African Americans and the Indigenous. On the contrary, the asymmetric power position remained.

The assimilation model may gain a good connotation, in the case of non-violence. The preference for assimilation means that the majority perceives the other cultural group as equal. Currently, in the USA, the multicultural and assimilation models are reinforcing each other. Historically, the liberal thought rarely wanted assimilation, and maybe it was grounded in racialist appraisals. However, as the relationship and the asymmetric power position remained, the African American culture changed completely, regardless that some of its features were maintained (HERSKOVITS, 1938). Hence, cultural assimilation occurred, but not the social assimilation (Frazier, 1949). The culture of the separate but equal failed, as Myrdal (1944) described.

6.2 Physiological studies

The emphasis on physiological topics differentiated psychology from anthropology and mainly from sociology. However, the social Darwinism was common. The physiological studies predominance increased the determinism of heredity. It differentiated humans into races, “[…] neurology will bring to light the differences between races” (LEUBA, 1897, p. 557). The presumed Western higher evolution was supposedly visible at neurologic level (LEUBA, 1897). However, Burk (1898) wrote that race was an important factor, although “[…] nutrition, freedom from accidental disease and social environment are also essential factors” (BURK, 1898, p. 312). Bentley ascribed differentiations connected to learning. He found out that the visual imaging power was greater in young children “[…] and remarks that language and book-learning certainly tend to dull it” (BENTLEY, 1899, p. 24). However, the Bentley point of view was rare.

6.3 Discrimination

The discrimination topic seemed to be absent. However, Sheldon (1898), who was an American educator and historian, reported discrimination, because “[…] I have seen children teasing each other because of race and wealth in numerous cases.” (p. 436). Discrimination, according to Sheldon, was learned, because “[…] before they go to school, we see them
playing with almost any child, whether of different nationality or race, rich or poor.” (SHELDON, 1898, p. 436). He reported the existence of discrimination, but his research goal was not supposed to approach discrimination.

6.4 Migrations

A curious and ambiguous article was written by Kline (1898). According to him, migration was universal and healthy, but nostalgia was unhealthy,

The greater the unfamiliarity the severer will be the nervous shock and stress in trying to make a new adjustment ... As we have seen, many do not try to make a "fusion" at all, do not seek a new "plane of reference," do not attempt to build new brain paths, but rather yield passively (KLINE, 1898, p. 80).

Kline’s article was ethnocentric, because he favored the WASP background as the healthiest culture, “English and Germans leave their country with less reluctance than the citizens of other countries.” (KLINE, 1898, p. 77). English individuals were described as superior at the intercultural exchanges, but exchanges were only money-making. It is curious to notice that Tax (1941), Vogt (1955), and Polgar (1960) reported similar cases in the American Anthropologist, because the intercultural exchanges were mainly economic. English individuals were reported also as maintaining their culture, regardless migration and adaptation.

7- DISCUSSION, SUGGESTIONS, AND CONCLUSION

Acculturation research came from anthropology to sociology, and later to psychology (CASTRO, 2017a, b). Today, acculturation is almost dismissed in anthropology, and in sociology the assimilation model is applied. Similarly to previous literature reviews, acculturation got only one-way of cultural influences, regardless that the main definitions highlighted it as two-way (BARNETT, ET AL., 1954; REDFIELD, ET AL., 1936).

The assimilation, the multicultural and the fusion models were approached often as expected outcomes in the future, and the research became prescriptive and normative. The sociological approach was collective, and it often stressed generalizations about how cultural groups would integrate minorities. In psychology the main attitude is the multicultural
preference (BERRY, 2001). It is considered the healthier attitude, and it is prescribed in order to devise policies. In psychology, the study of acculturation may be divided in three topics, i.e., attitudes, coping, and learning. The latter was rarely approached (RUDMIN, 2009; CASTRO, 2017c, d, e), and it was often submitted to the coping approach, for instance, in the cultural shock topic. The psychological approach is still collective, like the sociological, and it is prescriptive and normative. It does not focus on learning, thus in a cognitive function. The approach has also political implications, because it has only one-way. It presumes that some cultures are contributing more to the common culture than other cultures. Hence, it is grounded in asymmetric power positions.

The first topic, i.e., attitudes was also ruled by the coping approach. For instance, the multicultural preference (BERRY, 2001) was considered the healthier attitude, regardless the immigration paradox (CASE, & DEATON, 2015). In fact, the immigration paradox was already present in the Durkheim (1897) study about suicide. Furthermore, the multicultural preference presumed that learning a second culture led to assimilation. The Berry Model (2001) also encompassed a cultural separation between cultures, which was grounded on the Anglo-Saxon culture. Cultures were designed as not sharing cultural content, regardless continuous direct contact. In addition, Berry Model (2001) was not realistic, because adaptation changed minority cultures. Bourhis, Moïse, Perrault, and Senécal (1997) tried to devise an interactive model. However, the model was still one-way. Later, Rudmin (2009) refocused the acculturation phenomenon on learning.

In the current review, the word acculturation did not appear on the earlier editions. However, comparative psychology was a main methodological technique, and it implied intercultural relationships, and cultural change. Thus, it implied acculturation.

Wundt (1916) tried to devise a psychological history. Hence, history would be written according to the Western point of view. The inclusion of additional cultures, and social classes would be neglected (GOODY, 2006; ZINN, 1994/1980). History and other social sciences had the mission to record, and to save the legacy of the Western cultural background, and of additional cultures. However, today, the global history (GRUZINSKI, 2004) must be a two-way project, and must be under constant adjustment.
Cross-cultural comparisons reported a trouble since Galton’s problem. It was related to correlations, and it reported that was not significant to compare cultural groups from the same cultural background, because the samples were not independent (EMBER, & EMBER, 2009). In addiction to Wundt’s universalistic endeavor (1916), in the AJP, Boas (1910) provided a partial solution for the emic and etic problem. But, he was misunderstood. According to Boas (1910), cultures were different, thus they were not comparable. Boas was open to psychology, because he was concerned with the transmission of cultures (learning), more than with the origin of the human culture. According to Boas, what was universal was learning, but the cultural content was not universal. He was, in fact, pointing out to a universalistic and egalitarian view, because all humans were able to learn any culture. It is interesting to notice that in the statistical (correlation) studies only what is different can be comparable, and, on the contrary, in the qualitative work only what is similar is comparable.

Culture and acculturation are learning phenomena, as Boas stated. Culture and acculturation are, at the same time, effect and cause, because they are learned (CASTRO, 2016a, b). They have recursive causality (MORIN, 2005). Often, acculturation is complex to study, because humans are surrounded, and inserted in culture. On the one hand, acculturation may be conceived as an effect of human migrations, exchanges, colonization, and wars. It may be also conceived as a cause, because it created cultures, which were transmitted, and learned. On the other hand, culture is created by diffusion, acculturation, and innovation. The transmission of culture occurs by enculturation, socialization, and acculturation. Acculturation is a cognitive phenomenon, because it encompasses learning. However, learning a second culture is always a social phenomenon, because it is mediated by other individuals, cultural legacies (VYGOTSKY, & LURIA, 1996), and additional cultures due to intercultural contact. Furthermore, behavior is shaped by cultural content, and by what and how is transmitted. For instance, there are egalitarian or not egalitarian cultures, and liberal or authoritarian cultures (TODD, 1994).

In the Age of Enlightenment, culture and learning were supposed to lead to liberation, autonomy, and agency (LATOUR, 1993). Later, however, it promoted additional problems, and the Anthropocene was one of them. The Age of Enlightenment aimed to set cultures in
contact, and to compare them under the Western universal point of view, but comparisons were lacking equivalence (TRIANDIS, 2002), and relationships were accomplished under strong asymmetric power positions. Today, the notion of progress is under a serious deadlock (LATOUR, 1993). Furthermore, currently, the risk society (BECK, 1992) does not manage itself. In the AJP, learning was sometimes approached as universal. However, the human differentiations and genetic determinist were so strong that learning was secondary.

Rudmin, Wang, and Castro (2017) reported the violent background of the acculturation concept. The multicultural approach took from anthropology and mainly from sociology the preference for cultural maintenance. Yet, it forgot that Westerns contacted violently other cultures, oppressing them, and changing them forever. A look at the world map can display that it is the outcome of the Western intervention, even because the Western conception of nation-state is pervasive (SCOTT, 2009). The contemporary research might retain old ideas related to teleological progress, evolution, competition, and social dominance between cultures. It happens especially when research employs cross-cultural comparisons regarding minorities oppressed in the past. Those cultures have a legacy of oppression attached. Today, new differentiations are occurring, and they will increase due to biotechnologies (HABERMAS, 2002).

Researchers should be modest. They should consider cultural backgrounds, and they should care about the effects of comparisons. Modesty should be in the center of scientific production, because the current society praises simplistic innovations, and to dare instead of security, but, at the same time, it states that humans cannot understand society (HAYEK, 2013). Acculturation may have political, historical and cognitive guidelines, besides to be a scientific production. The political and historical directions are important. However, it is necessary to highlight the cognitive direction. Therefore, what and how is learned are important questions at individual, cognitive, and collective levels. Research must be less normative and prescriptive, and it must focus on sociocultural practices in order to describe them.
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